Hello Everyone! Welcome to a New Year with SASA!
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"Wish for beautiful heart, beautiful tone." ¬ Shinichi Suzuki

2012 at a Glance !

Thank you to each participating student and parent in last year's events:

Fundraiser concerts (Rosebank Rooftop Market, Hillfox Market, Lovemore Music - Illovo)
Annual National Concert
SASA/UNISA Foundation Workshop
A Magic Suzuki Ride fundraiser concert
Five teacher training modules (in the Western Cape and Gauteng)
The start of Suzuki cello teacher training

Last year brought many changes to SASA. Anne Naylor, chairman and country director of ten years, stepped down.
Madeleine Wikner (Pretoria) took over the chairmanship while Andrea Kreuiter (Kyalami) assumed the role of
country director. Thankfully, Anne has remained an active member of the committee. As the now seven
committee members worked through the year, fresh spirit came to SASA, gaining new insight and opening new
doors.
The SASA committee eagerly looks forward to further advancement in 2013!

Suzuki Cello Comes to SA

December 2012 brought a milestone to the history of SASA as the first cello teacher training course was
presented in Cape Town at Camps Bay High School. Ruben Rivera, former principal cellist of the Brussels Opera
Orchestra, and now internationally renowned Suzuki cello teacher and trainer living in Lyon (France), visited
Cape Town for a week to teach our first four cello trainees. Warda Wanamaker (Cape Town), Nicolie Smuts
(Johannesburg), Annarie Rudolph-Henn (Pretoria) and Natalie Bentley (Pretoria) were the first four cello
teachers who registered for the level 1 course. The cello course encompassed five whole days of intensive
training, including lectures on the philosophy of the Suzuki method, pedagogy of the Suzuki repertoire as well as
performing as a group. Ruben shared many stories of his experiences as a Suzuki cello teacher trainer at various
international summer schools and showed us an inspiring DVD of a festival concert in England where he
conducted an ensemble of 200 cellists playing music he arranged especially for the occasion.
We are looking forward to the next module of the level 1 cello teacher training course taking place 7-11 August
in Pretoria. At this course there will be another open day, where interested cello teachers will be able to meet
Ruben and observe the course for one day. SASA is looking forward to seeing more cello teachers enrolling in
the cello teacher training.

The South African Suzuki Association
invites
Suzuki violin students
who are in Book 4 and above
to
join the newly-formed
SASA Advanced Student Ensemble !

Rehearsals will be held on the 2nd Saturday of every month (tentatively13 April, 11 May, 8 June, 13 July, etc.)
and will be held at Andrea Kreuiter’s house in Kayalmi. The rehearsals are sure to be fun-filled times of making
music together!
Music will be distributed at the Suzuki Saturday on the 9th of March.
Unique performance opportunities include the Annual National Concert and various casual performances
throughout the year.
An annual fee of R150 per student (to compensate the coaching teachers) should be paid to the SASA account
by the second rehearsal.
Please notify your teacher and Joanna Swart by 30th of February if you wish to participate so that music can be
distributed and learned prior to the 1st rehearsal on the 9th of March.
Please contact Joanna Swart at joanna.swart@gmail.com with any inquiries.

SASA in Western Cape
SASA is proud to announce that the first Level 1 violin teacher training in Cape Town was successfully completed
in December last year. Christophe Bossuat, the French Suzuki teacher and trainer who started the Suzuki
training in South Africa more than ten years ago, taught the level 1 violin teacher training course. Christophe
and Ruben Rivera (SASA's new cello teacher trainer) are colleagues at the same thriving Suzuki school in Lyon
(France). In previous years the Suzuki training mainly took place in Gauteng as there were more interested
trainees from Gauteng. Fortunately Suzuki has grown southwards in such a degree that SASA is able to facilitate
courses in Cape Town as well. SASA is very thankful to Christophe Bossuat, who had the initiative to start
courses in Cape Town.
SASA has now established a SASA Western Cape with six dynamic committee members who will be running the
Suzuki organisation of courses and events in the Western Cape. The newly elected SASA Western Cape
committee members are: Maria Botha, Renée van der Westhuizen, Sonnika Maritz-Venter, Henriëtte Weber,
Warda Wanamaker and Camilla Driver. SASA Western Cape and SASA Gauteng will be working closely together
to grow Suzuki in South Africa as well as further into Africa.

"Wish for beautiful heart, beautiful
tone." ¬ Shinichi Suzuki

